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Adopts the StyleGAN architecture for large-scale text-to-image synthesis. StyleGAN-T works 
faster than diffusion or autoregressive models and enables control over the generated images 
but with a trade-off in terms of reduced image quality.
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Generates counterfactual explanations for image classifiers by finding influential dimensions 
within the style space and presenting images, in which those dimensions are varied, to the user.

StyleGAN [1] is a generative model introduced in 2018 that gained a lot of attention at that time due to its unmatched image 
quality, especially of human faces. Since then, generative models have witnessed rapid advancements, new diffusion and 
autoregressive models used in e.g., DALL-E or Midjourney pushed the boundary in image quality even further. Although 
StyleGAN is not the best model for photorealistic image generation anymore, its unique structure allows fine-grained control 
over the generated images making it still valuable for a range of state-of-the-art applications. In the remainder of this poster, 
first, an overview of the StyleGAN architecture is given, then its usage is demonstrated in four selected applications.

StyleGAN incorporates the concept of style transfer into progressive Generative Adversarial 
Networks (GANs) by using two interconnected networks. 

The hierarchical synthesis network constructs an image from 512 constant feature maps of size 
4×4 using convolutional layers, upsampling, the addition of noise and adaptive instance 
normalization (AdaIN) layers. The noise adds stochastic variance to the image, while the AdaIN 
operations control image features at different granularity levels using a so-called style vector to 
replace the mean and variance of feature maps. The style vector is generated from a latent input 
vector through a non-linear mapping network with learned parameters. The corresponding vector 
space is called style space.

To generate random images within the domain of the training data, a random latent vector is 
used as input to the mapping network. Given the style vector of an image, its features can be 
changed by modifying components of this vector giving rise to applications like style mixing. The 
style vector of any given image can be computed using an encoder allowing modifications of real 
images.

Fig. 1: GAN generated image by a network from
2014 (a) [1] and by StyleGAN (b) [2]. 
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Editing in Style

StyleGAN-T

Locally and semantically editing a target image given a reference image by finding relevant style 
space dimensions using k-means clustering and interpolating the corresponding style vector 
components of the target to the ones of the reference.

Reconstructing a person from a single image into different poses by modifying the StyleGAN 
architecture such that the target pose is the synthetic network input, and the latent vector 
encodes the source image and a coordinate mapping.

Pose with Style
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Fig. 2: Structure of StyleGAN (a), example for style mixing of high-level styles (b). [2]

Fig. 3: Schematic structure of StylEx. [3] Fig. 4: Local semantic editing by style using a target and a reference image. [4]

Fig. 5: Comparison of human reposing methods. [5] 
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Fig. 6: Quality and speed comparison for text-to-image synthesis models (a),
modification of generated images with StyleGAN-T (b). [6]
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